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Introduction
Today the w orld of the rich and famous is more fascinating than ever. N ot
only do hordes of photographers report on their doings, but also recent films
such as Rich Kid s and TV shows such as Robin Leach's Life of Luxury;
MTV's Rich Gi rls; Fox's The Simple Life, fe aturing Paris Hilton and in
which Bev erly Hills meets rural America; and NBC's The Apprentice with
Donald Trump c elebrate this world. However they acquire their for-tunes,
the rich and famous have become part of a modern-day royalty based on
celebrity.
Now, more than ever, this fascination has been extended to the homicid es
committed by the rich and famous. This interest is deep rooted be-cause the
public has long been intrigued by the crimes and trials of the high and
mighty, particularly since the advent of the penny press in the United States
and Western Europe in the 1830s. Then, with the arrival of mass-produced
photography and yellow journalism in the 1880s and 1890s, the news of
such crimes made even more lurid and titillating reading; and today, the
Internet, cable TV, investigative TV programming, along with the print
media, have turned the homicides of the rich and famous into a form of
popular entertainment. The O. J. Simpson case in 1994, dubbed by some
"The Trial of the Century," was only the beginning of this mod-ern
explosion of interest.
Part of this fascination arises simply because of the wealth and fame of
the victims and the accused. Another reason is that murder by the wealthy is
much rarer than murder by members of other social classes, so it gets more
coverage and attention because the news emphasizes what's new and
different. Coverage of these homicides also opens up the lives of the wealthy
and famous in an even more intimate way, and it reveals the personal vulnerabilities and problems in relationships that are normally kept concealed.
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Then, too, peop le are fascin ated by these murders for a reason especially
e mphasized in this book: because they are often very different from the
mu rders committed by others. As one chronicler of the wealthy, F. Scott
F itzgerald, once said, "The rich are different from you and me"; and E rnest
Hemingway responded, "Yes, they have more money."
Likewise, the rich are different from the rest of us when it comes to homicide. They k ill for some of the same reasons but in different ways. The
crimes they commit often remain officially unsolved because the increased
p ublic attention is more likely to interfere with the usual police proced ures
and make the cases more difficult to solve or prove. Then, too, the rich often
lawyer up, protecting themselves from being more intensively investigated
o r charged, eve n if the police have their suspicions. Although many street
an d gang killing s also remain unsolved or uncharged, the reason is different:
Co mmonly, people fear to say anything about what they know, so they don't
come forward, t hus leading the case to a dead end; it is not because public
curiosity and media coverage have trampled through and disturbed the crime
scene or because the prime suspect brings in his or her law yers.
Furthermore, should a case end up in court, rich suspects are more likely to
be acquitted or serve less time, though the public might be convinced they
are guilty.
Cases invo lv ing the rich and famous are also more likely to become th e
subject of media attention, whether the charges are murder or other serious
crimes—witness the media frenzy drawn to the Phil Spector case after a
former B-list actress and lounge hostess Lana Clark was found shot in the
head in his house. Also consider the excitement surrounding the Michael
Jackson child molestation accusations or the Kobe Bryant rape charges. One
reason for the added attention is because the suspects are al-ready in the
public eye. But even if relatively unknown before, their involvement quickly
draws the press, like flies to savory meat, such as when the eccentric Robert
Durst, living as a woman in a seamy neighborhood, though a member of a
very wealthy family, was accused of killing and chop-ping up a neighbor. The
case was weird enough that it might have gained media attention anyway.
But add in a super wealthy heir to a fortune, and the story becomes even
juicier.
Then, too, these cases compel attention because many of them are like
intriguing mystery stories that are more complex and more difficult to solve.
The mystery is intensified because the rich and famous often use more
complicated, hard-to-detect methods or have other people commit the crime
or provide alibis or protection for them. Adding to the complexity is the help
they often get from their families and high-powered lawyers; in addition,
they have more resources to hire investigators. Consequently, they are better
able to deflect suspicion to other suspects or make it more difficult to obtain
evidence against them. The trial often becomes a drama, too.
What also fascinates about these cases is the way these homicides differ
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in style, methods, motives, and other characteristics, reflecting the different
lifestyle, and culture, of the rich and famous. For example, these murders
often involve more quiet, genteel methods, along with planning to execute
and cover up the killing. The killers frequently use covert methods, such as
poisoning or creating the appearance of an accident or burglary that results
in death. Plus, these killers are more apt to have help, from having the funds
to hire a hit man to calling on a friend or associate to take the victim away
or provide an alibi.
Another difference is that the rich and famous are unlikely to be serial
killers or mass murderers. Although these are both rare occurrences, a
growing number of murders in America, especially since the 1970s, do involve serial killers or mu ltiple rage killings. Bu t these types of crimes are
usually committed by someone who kills to show po wer and control over a
victim or are due to an act of anger or revenge by someone who has felt
mistreated or exploited. But the rich and famous generally already feel powerful, so they don't have the motive to kill a large number of victims to gain
that power or take revenge. Certainly, they may kill to show their power at
times, but then their act is usually up close and personal. It is directed
against a particular person who has threatened their power—say by leaving
a relationship or threatening to do so—not against a generalized victim to
help them feel good.
Most commonly, killings by the upper classes and celebrities tend to arise
out of the classic motives for homicide, which are very personal—money,
jealousy, failed relationships, the difficulty of getting a rejected partner to
leave, and feelings of being trapped in a loveless marriage, with no other
desirable way out. Yet these classic motives are shaped by wealth, since it
takes a much greater amount of money to motivate a person to kill than is
the case for people who have less money, where a much smaller amount—a
few thousand, a hundred, or even less—may lead to murder. Thus, these
homicides are generally not killings by strangers; instead, they are very personal, emotional killings, such as those involving spouses, lovers, parents,
children, siblings, other relatives, friends, and business rivals. Yet, even with
these personal connections, the killings may be difficult to solve, especially
when the rich hire others to commit the crime, bring in their lawyers to
protect them, or the evidence gets trampled or mishandled in the ensuing
media circus.
Then, after the crime is committed, the investigation to solve the crime
and try the suspect is often especially difficult. One reason is the investigators often have to get testimony from witnesses and unravel complicated
paper trails; in addition, high-tech and scientific methods, like analyzing
DNA and trace evidence, may be required because rich and famous killers
often know their victims. Another difficulty is the seal of protection that
often surrounds wealthy and celebrity killers, which includes a bevy of
lawyers who tell their clients not to talk and friends and family who clam
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up, making it harder to both investigate and prosecute. Also, many h ighprofile killings attract a ravenous press eager for details—and more recently,
parties and witnesses eager for book deals, which interfere with the in vestigation and court process.
Homicide by the Rich and Famous highlights such notable cases in the
United States from the nineteenth century to the present, focusing on wh at
makes these cases different. In selecting these cases, I have chosen only
those where the perpetrator can be described as rich and powerful, whether
he or she became rich by being born into wealth, earning it, or marrying into
it. I have also limited the cases to those where the perpetrator has been
charged and prosecuted for committing at least one murder (or attempted
murder in the case of one victim as good as dead in a permanent coma).
However, the perpetrator may not necessarily be convicted or might win an
appeal after a first conviction, since in many cases, the rich and powerful do
get off through good lawyering and the problems with the po lice
investigation and crime scene that result from media coverage, as wel l as
from the special consideration sometimes given to the wealthy charged with
crimes. I have not included such cases where the suspected killer isn't actually charged. I have additionally left out any discussion of victims of murder who are ric h and powerful where the perpetrator was neither; these
cases typically involve robbery, burglary, kidnapping, or other scheme s to
acquire money and do not follow the same pattern as murders committed by
the rich and powerful. Finally, I have excluded the killings involving organized crime, which might be the topic for a book by itself.
I have focused each chapter on one of the major themes that characte rize
these homicides. After a brief discussion of that theme, each chapter points
out how these cases reflect that theme using one or usually two cases to
illustrate. For each profiled case, I describe what happened; the motive; how
the police, FBI, or other detectives investigated the case; and what occurred
in court. In addition, many of the most recent cases feature high-lights from
the examinations of psychologists and psychiatrists into the minds of the
killers. I have drawn the stories from book, newspaper, and magazine
accounts about individual cases.
Although many of these cases illustrate multiple themes—for example, a
wealthy man accused of hiring others to commit a murder may gain strong
family support and have the financial resources to hire top legal power to
win an acquittal—I have organized the cases based on what seems to be
their strongest theme. A mix of cases from different historical periods illustrating these themes is presented chronologically to show how these
same patterns can be found throughout history. The date or dates in the
chapter subheads for each case indicate when the murder occurred or came
to police attention and when a verdict was rendered in the case, or in a few
cases when the case was settled without a trial or a verdict occurred in a
second trial.
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So what are the key patterns that make these homicides by the rich and famous so
diffe rent? I've already mentioned many of them in this int roduction. In brief, they
are th e following, with one chapter devoted to each theme:
• M otive—highlights how personal motives typically incl ude factors, such as jealou sy, power, success, money, prestige, and not losing o ne's fortune or prestige,
th at often drive the rich and famous to murder.
• M ethod—highlights the emphasis on preplanning, wait ing for the right moment,
creating an organized crime scene, and the types of weapons used, including unusual methods, such as using special poisons to conceal the crime.
• Fi nding hired help—highlights how the wealthy often h ire or persuade others to
do the actual killing.
• Co ver-ups—highlights how the wealthy are more ski lled at covering up the
cr ime, for example, they may be better able to dispose o f the body or stage the
cr ime scene.
• Fa mily and friends in high places—highlights how the wealthy often gain strong
ba cking from family and people in power, which enab les them to successfully
fig ht back against the charges.
• Po lice power, politics, and the media—highlights how th e wealthy often get special police consideration, which can lead to manipulation of the investigation and
the police compromising the crime scene. At the same time, personal connections
an d the power of the press can delay or influence the o utcome of the investigatio n and trial.
• Le gal power—highlights how the suspect's ability to ge t a strong legal/investigativ e team behind them can help them beat the case or ge t a lesser punishment if
co nvicted. This chapter also highlights the ability of the wealthy to influence the
tri al process, including jurors and judges.
• Ki ds who kill—highlights how some rich kids are drawn to killing, either as a
ch allenge or as a way of striking back at their parents.
• Lo sing it—highlights how some of the rich become killers in the course of
fa lling away from a life of luxury by becoming weirdly eccentric; having problems
with alcohol, drugs, or mental illness; or living a life that spins out of control.

